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Executive Summary
Not only have the Falcons been Atlanta’s number one sports team for the past 50 years, but they have also become a cultural icon. Next season, they are moving
from the Georgia Dome to the new, state-of-the-art Mercedes-Benz Stadium that will provide the ultimate fan experience and serve as the heart of Atlanta sports
and entertainment. With cutting edge technology and a fan-first approach, the Mercedes-Benz Stadium is the only and best way to watch Falcons football in 2017
and the next 30 seasons to come.

This campaign comes at an exciting time. With the upcoming move to the Mercedes-Benz Stadium, a new era of Falcons football is introduced, and thousands of
dedicated fans around Atlanta are eager to be a part of it. They need to be reminded that history will not wait. The message is simple: Atlanta is on the clock. Now
is the time for fans to be decisive and prove their dedication to the Falcons with the purchase of a seat license.

Now is the time for fans to be decisive and commit to their team.
The target market of this campaign consists of Atlantans who never miss a chance to watch their favorite team play on television and have even made their way
to the Georgia Dome on several occasions. They are lifelong fans that enjoy the sport, but they also appreciate Falcons games on an experiential level, as both a
family tradition and a chance to socialize with friends.
This campaign uses a comprehensive advertising mix to deliver a sense of inescapable urgency. Social media encourage two-way communication with fans,
especially during key dates such as the schedule release and the draft, while traditional media generate excitement about the upcoming season and promote two
key, immersive fan events: the ATL On the Clock Draft Viewing Party and the On the Clock Challenge. The mix engages with the Atlanta community and consistently reminds Falcons fans that the purchase of a seat license is the only way to ensure a spot in the new stadium, and the time to rise up and purchase those
licenses is now.
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SITUATION ANALYSIS

Company history
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1965 marks the beginning of the NFL in the southeast. Rankin M. Smith, a businessman who aspired to form a team based in Atlanta that would unite southern
citizens and make history for years to come, officially founded the Atlanta Falcons on June 30, 1965. At the time the team had no official team name or mascot,
so Smith and staff created a contest that encouraged the people of Atlanta to participate in the selection of the team’s mascot. Several brought up the idea of the
“falcons,” but it was Miss Julia Smith who was officially selected as winner because of her reasoning: “the falcon is proud and dignified, with great courage and
fight. It never drops prey. It is deadly and has a great sporting tradition.” For years to come, the Atlanta-Fulton County Stadium was the premises in which the
Falcons played the game, but Smith was working with the city, county, and state to build one of the largest facilities for conventions, trade shows, and other major
events in the world. The Georgia Dome finally opened its doors in 1992, hosting the Atlanta Falcons for multiple seasons, as well as Super Bowl XXVIII in 1994,
and the Summer Olympics in 1996.
On October 26, 1997, Rankin M. Smith passed away just hours before the Falcons faced the Panthers. On December 6, 2001, Arthur M. Blank, co-founder and
retired co-chairman of Atlanta-based Home Depot, reached a preliminary agreement with Rankin Smith’s son Taylor, who took over ownership, to purchase the
team. He still owns it to this day.
This upcoming year will be monumental not only for the Atlanta Falcons and their fans, but for the city of Atlanta. While the Georgia Dome has served as a beloved and familiar place to watch the Falcons, the highly anticipated Mercedes-Benz Stadium will be the new home to the Atlanta Falcons, Atlanta United, as
well as serve as host a number of sports, corporate, and entertainment events formerly held at the Georgia Dome. The stadium represents an era of change and
opportunity, and will be an iconic landmark that people from all over will be eager to visit.

PRODUCT EVALUATION
The 2017 Atlanta Falcons season will be like nothing experienced before. Fans expect, and will receive, a whole new feeling of intensity and pride for their team
in the Mercedes-Benz Stadium. The excitement begins beyond the walls of the stadium with the outdoor tailgating plaza where fans gear up and tailgate with
friends and family while enjoying pre-game entertainment. Once inside the stadium, the structural design makes the fans feel as if they are enjoying a fall football
game. The glass walls and the retractable roof will give fans an outdoor feel while inside the cool, weather-proof arena. Regardless of seat location, fans will be
able to view the 360° halo video board showing replays, statistics, player highlights, and exclusive digital content. Hungry fans can visit the 100-yard bar to watch
the game, or grab a quick drink and snack at one of the many concession stands located all around the stadium.

Falcons Team & Talent
The Atlanta Falcons are currently ranked 1st in the NFC South and have a current 8-5 record, with 3 more games left on their schedule. With the team led by
head coach Dan Quinn, along with star players Matt Ryan and Julio Jones, fans are hopeful that the Falcons can finish strong and head to the NFC South Division Championship and possibly the National Championship.

product background
2017 SCHEDULE RELEASE
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Seat Licenses
Like many other NFL stadiums, the Atlanta Falcons will be selling seat licenses
to finance the building of the Mercedes-Benz Stadium. Seat license holders
have the right to purchase a season ticket package to Falcons home games.
The pricing for these seat licenses and tickets vary depending on seat location
in the new stadium. There are seventeen tiers of price points and various financing options starting at $500 with a price freeze for three seasons.
Fans can only purchase seat licenses by visiting the Mercedes-Benz Stadium website and calling a representative to discuss the payment options and
available seating. Once purchased, seat licenses can be transferred to another
member or resold to a third party. Seat license owners will also have an exclusive opportunity to purchase tickets to other events hosted by the stadium
before the general public.

The 2016 season for the Atlanta Falcons has been reported as one of the
league’s toughest schedules, including six of last year’s playoff teams and four
trips to the West Coast. With each year’s schedule release, fans are excited to
predict how the Falcons will perform against its opponents. Announced in April,
the 2017 schedule will build the excitement surrounding the new stadium

INDUSTRY TRENDS
Stadium Evolution
Stadiums are becoming more advanced than ever before with electronic screens on seats and unique social settings. Modern stadiums are no longer used for one sport and can house multiple teams and events
throughout the year. With that being said, they are no longer a symbol for one team, but they are a symbol
and hub for the city they live in. Indianapolis’ Lucas Oil Stadium boasts the largest retractable roof in the NFL,
with over 1,000 flat screen plasma televisions, high definition video boards, and 360-degree ribbon boards to
keep fans updated no matter where they are seated. The stadium also has multiple concourses for fans, as
well as four public plazas outside the stadium. The Tennessee Titans’ Nissan Stadium offers stadium fans free
Wi-Fi, as well as a mobile app with live camera feeds of multiple angles. MetLife Stadium, home to two NFL
teams, also has free Wi-Fi along with 2,200 HDTVs and four 30’ x 118’ high-definition LED video boards. The
stadium offers local and regional food to cater to the two diverse fan groups, from kosher food to seafood.

Football is Revenue King
Out of all professional sporting leagues, the NFL brings in the most revenue with an annual revenue of $9.6
billion. Most revenue comes from ticket sales, television contracts, and sponsorships

MetLife Stadium

Nissan Stadium

Lucas Oil Stadium
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Competitive Evaluation
Direct Competitiors
Atlanta Braves/Atlanta Hawks
Many Falcons fans are just as interested in other Atlanta sports, and could potentially find greater value in purchasing season tickets to the Atlanta Braves or Atlanta
Hawks over the Atlanta Falcons. Relatively speaking, Braves tickets are the cheapest option followed by the Hawks with the Falcons being the most expensive sporting event. All three events require the consideration of traveling and parking in order to attend. With the Braves stadium relocating to Cobb County, this could greatly
appeal to suburban families not wanting to travel into the city for an event. Both the Hawks and the Braves also offer more games within one season for a lower price.

Indirect Competitiors
Atlanta/Metro-Atlanta Bars and
Restaurants

Home-Viewing

Vacations

Watching a football game from your living room has

Consumers often allocate a certain portion of

A major reason why potential seat license consumers

gradually become the more popular way to enjoy a

their salary or annual income to recreational

might be hesitant to make the purchase is that watch-

game. It allows fans to participate in a football game,

events that provide a memorable experience for

ing the game at their local sports bar or restaurant, is

or perhaps multiple games simultaneously, from the

all involved. Family vacations have aspects that

more appealing than attending the actual game. This

comfort of their own him with the luxury of their own

appeal to everyone, whereas a sporting event is

can be seen as a cheaper, more convenient option for

food and bathroom. To make this the ultimate viewing

not always something for the whole family. It can

fans while still maintaining the atmosphere of watch-

system, many families have invested in large screen

be similar in price, depending on the vacation,

ing a football game surrounded by other fans. Viewers

televisions and premium streaming services as op-

but provides participants the opportunity to travel

feel that they have more choices with this alternative,

posed to investing in season tickets.

and gain new experiences each trip.

whether they’re on a tight budget, with a large group of
people, do not want to travel far, or want to watch the
game in a more relaxed environment with their favorite
wings and beer, there is a place for them.

consumer evaluation
Millennials seek and appreciate the value of an experience. A 2014 Harris Poll found that 78% of millennials would rather spend money on a desirable e
xperience than a desirable material good. Experiences help in the process of identity-creation and relationship-building, with 79% of millennials feeling that going to live
events helps them bond with friends and family.
Despite the uptick in demand for experiences, football is not reaping the benefits. Sports Business Daily reported that 2014 saw the largest decline in sports game attendance
in the last decade thanks to the millennial and younger generations. With superior technology options for watching at home, many millennials are deciding to skip the hassle
of gas, parking, traffic and related costs to watch football games from the comfort of their living rooms.
Still, football is a dominating force in American culture. 76% of the U.S. population report that they watch football at least occasionally. In a 2016 Mintel Group report, the
attitudes and behaviors of sports fans were studied. Fans were categorized into 21% of the U.S. population being “casual fans,” or fans who say they watch at least half of their
team’s games or events, and 33% of the U.S. population being “avid fans,” fans who said they almost never miss their team’s games or events.

The report found that early involvement leads to future fandom, since 51% of avid sports fans have been fans of the same sports teams since they were children. Avid fans are
also more likely to be found watching and engaging with their lifelong teams on many other media besides television, with 50% reading sports news online and 33% checking
social media for sports news. Casual fans are less likely, with 39% reading sports news online and 31% checking social media for sports news. Avid fans also see their favorite
sports teams as part of their identity, and wear that identity with pride.

Millennials
seek and
appreciate an
experience.

78% of Millennials
would rather spend
money on a desirable
experience than a
desirable material good.

S.W.O.T. ANALYSIS
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message strategy

MARKETING
Marketing Objective
To generate leads for the sale of the remaining MBS seat licenses.
To sell the remaining Mercedes-Benz Stadium seat licenses.

Marketing Strategy
The On The Clock campaign targets young professionals, with and without families, who are hesitating with their decision on whether or not to purchase
seat licenses. These Atlantans are avid Falcons fans that are perfectly poised to take that last leap but have yet to make the commitment. These fans
know the facts: the Mercedes-Benz Stadium is new and state-of-the-art, and they can get their own seat inside of it for an affordable price. To get them to
make the purchase, however, the campaign taps into their emotions as football fans. The focal point of the campaign is a clock, emphasizing the relevance
of the NFL draft and the 2017 schedule release, creating a sense of urgency and excitement to encourage fans to be decisive before time runs out.

Marketing Rationale
With a balanced mix of social media sponsored posts, radio, local TV, community events, and branded merchandise, the campaign will prompt procrastinating, on-the-fence fans to purchase seat licenses by showing them that the schedule is coming, and it is going to be amazing. The next era of Falcons
football will begin soon -- fans need to rise up and claim their seats at the Mercedes-Benz Stadium in order to be part of the action.
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KEY CONSUMER INSIGHTS
Fans are Typically Male and Upper Middle Class
Avid professional football fans are 46% male and 21% female. Avid fans are typically between the 25-54 age range, with 40% aged 25-34, 41% aged 35-44, and
33% aged 45-54. They are 40% millennials and 34% Generation Xers. The race of avid fans is primarily split between two ethnic groups as 36% are white and
30% are black. 43% of avid fans are in the $75,000 - $99,999 income bracket, while 37% are in the $100,000+ bracket.

KEY CONSUMER INSIGHTS
Start Them Young

Secondary: Young Professionals

If involved with sports as children, individuals are more likely to be lifelong sports
fans. 53% of professional football fans played sports as a child. Professional
football fans are also more likely to stay attached to childhood teams- 57% of
fans support the same team since they were children.

Demographics

More Older Millennials are Avid Fans
45% of older millennials (aged 30-39) almost never miss their team’s games or
events, while 30% of younger millennials (aged 22-29) do the same.

Experiences over Materials
Millennials have reported higher levels of satisfaction when purchasing experiences instead of material objects. This has led to an an uptick in millennial
spending on entertainment, travel, and dining. 69% of millennials believe attending events makes them feel more connected to other people, the community,
and the world.

FOMO Drives Millennials
In a Harris Poll, 69% of millennials reported that they experience fear of missing
out. “FOMO” drives Millennials to attempt new things and always stay on top of
current trends.

Drawn to High Tech
As millennials use technology to connect with others as well as themselves, 53%
agree that they like to keep up with technology trends. Millennials are constantly
seeking the next best way to help them stay connected and find the information
they seek.

Social Media Savvy
As digital natives, 71% of millennials use social media every day. They’re present on multiple social platforms, and are active and engaged with current events
as they happen around them.
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Mainly male millennials, age 25-34
HH Income: $75,000-99,999
College-educated
Lifestyle
Live in Atlanta
Never miss a Falcons game
Use Apple products
Interact with friends and brands on social media
Consume most television programming online but keep cable for live sports
Get news from online sources such as Reddit

Primary: Fan Families
Demographics
Married with children aged 2-18
HH Income: $100,000+
College-educated
Lifestyle
Live in Atlanta suburbs
Host viewing parties for Falcons games
Prefer cable over streaming sites
Active on Facebook

target profiles

Primary
Deborah Jones and her husband Robert both grew up as Falcons fans. They
met at Georgia Tech and moved out of Buckhead when they found out Deborah was pregnant again. Now they have two young children, Tucker and Ricky,
who stay with their grandmother during the weekdays as Robert works as a
heart surgeon and Deborah works as a dental hygienist. Their oldest daughter,
Macy, watches football with them when she is home visiting from her freshman
year at Georgia Southern. On the weekends the family goes into Atlanta for
concerts, sports games, big events, and family fun. They are both so busy they
often make plans at the last minute even though Deborah tries to keep a daily
planner.

Secondary
Mike Randall is 27 and owns three different Falcons jerseys. Every gameday,
Mike walks to the bar beneath his Midtown apartment with his buds to watch the
game and drink beer. During the game he tweets and updates Facebook with
his reactions and plenty of emojis. A graduate of Georgia State in finance, Mike
hates when the game is scheduled during his shift at the bank because he has
to follow along on his iPhone 6. He wants an iPhone 7, but has been procrastinating about getting it. Maybe he will wait for the next upgrade.

media objectives

1. To reach 65% of the Target Market with an average exposure of three impressions throughout the 6-week campaign.
2. To run a continuous traditional media schedule from April
14, 2017 to May 26, 2017 with a promotional period of heavier
digital media usage.
3. To achieve all media objectives within the budget of
$400,000.
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CREATIVE BRIEF
Key Fact
People seek to be a part of something greater and don’t want to miss out on unique experiences.
Consumer Situation/Problem
Falcons fans prioritize watching football every week, but cannot decide if watching the game at the stadium would provide a better experience
than watching it with friends at a bar or at home.
Objective
To create a sense of urgency and excitement that inspires potential consumers with purchase intent to actually purchase seat licenses.
Target Audience
The primary audience includes young married couples in their late 20s to early 40s. They are lifelong Falcons fans. They have moved to the
suburbs of Atlanta to start their families, but visit the city frequently to participate in sporting events, festivals, and concerts. This section of the
target market owns smartphones and tablets. When it comes to their media habits, they are active on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter, and
also pay for cable monthly.
The secondary audience includes Falcons fans between the ages of 24-35 in the consideration stage of purchasing seat licenses. They are
young professionals with at least a college education. They live in Atlanta or the surrounding metropolitan areas in which they grew up. They
use Apple products, are active on social media, do not have cable, and refer to sources like Reddit to stay informed.
Target Insight
“I love football but especially the energy of attending the games. About 3 years ago, I learned to enjoy the games whether we win or lose. I definitely go to sporting events expecting my team to win, but learn to enjoy the game regardless. Trust me, it’s just as fun.”
“If I’m gonna spend money, I think presence is more important than presents. I’m just a guy who loves life and wants to experience everything it
has to offer.”
Promise
The clock has run out and now is your only chance to purchase a Mercedes-Benz Seat License.

brand essence
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Creative Direction
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CONCEPT

On the
Clock!

All across Atlanta there are Falcons fans who haven’t gotten their seat licenses yet. They think
they have time, they think they can get them at the last minute. This campaign reminds them
that now is last minute and they are “On The Clock.”
The tagline is derived from the NFL draft procedure of putting teams “on the clock” to make their
draft picks. Not only does this stay on-topic since the campaign runs around the NFL draft, but
it also allows for better search engine optimization as draft keywords and phrases will surge in
use. The general theme of the campaign is to emphasize the ticking clock of seat license availability, reminding the target audience at every turn that the ultimate fan experience is about to
be out of reach for the upcoming season.
Messages of urgency throughout different media prompt audience members to visit the Falcons
page for seat licenses, where all efforts will be concentrated in one last push for purchase. Even
if they do not make the call, the site and other aspects of the campaign will generate leads so
that the sales team can follow-up. Either way, the last-minute Falcons fans are engaged with
the message and made aware of the time crunch. Subtle reminders throughout the campaign of
how the Mercedes-Benz Stadium will provide the ultimate fan experience also serve to encourage a purchase decision before the clock runs down.

STYLE GUIDE
Color Palette

Typography
The campaign utilizes the team’s official Falcon’s Font
to keep the short campaign consistent with other team
promotions. Body is Raleway as a way to connect with
the clean modern feel of the new stadium.

Imagery Style
The campaign utilizes a irreverant urban feel, such
as visuals of paint splattered murals, playful media
kits, and stirring commercial footage, to evoke a
sense of excitement and connect back with its
location in the heart of Atlanta.

Tone of Voice
The messaging of the campaign strives to create a
sense of urgency in the target and a need to be part of
the event, while also not taking itself too seriously so
as to maintain the sport’s association with leisure and
escapism.

touchpoint map
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campaign timeline
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Creative executions

digital
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Research indicates that the target market includes tech-savvy individuals who get most of their information online. They are in front of computers at work, tablets at home, and smart phones everywhere else. This campaign makes use of digital platforms to meet the target where they are already spending their time.
Through a paid Google AdWords display ad or a social media post, these chosen digital platforms will reach Falcons fans as they scroll through their feed. All
digital communication will drive traffic to the Atlanta Falcons website, where fans are prompted to connect with salespeople who will make the final play.
Social Media
Because of the tech-savviness of the target market and the communal nature of football culture, social media is the most important channel in the campaign. The
strategy focuses on paid advertisements on Facebook and promoted posts on Twitter with frequent, unpaid posts on all of the Falcons’ social media accounts.
Social media will build excitement before the draft and support the proposed events all while maintaining an interactive relationship with each fan.
The “Fan Vision” creative tactic relies on the social media platforms by encouraging fans to post, tag, and share pictures of themselves at previous Falcons
games at the Georgia Dome. Starting on Week 4, the campaign will once again use social media to react to those pictures by photoshopping these individuals in
the new stadium and will post, tag, and share these photos to cause excitement and desire within the fans to experience the Falcons in the Mercedes-Benz Stadium.
Once a purchase of a seat license is made, seat license holders are then given access to a temporary Facebook profile picture frame. The temporary picture
frames are created to show which Falcons fans have already committed to the Falcons and provide that feeling of importance which will cause other fans to feel
as though they are missing out on an experience. The timing of all posts on social media will be consistent throughout the entire campaign on all channels with
heavier posting prior to the events and heavier posting in the final weeks to hard sale the seat licenses.

Facebook
As the top social media platform used by the target audience, the campaign
will rely heavily on Facebook to reach and communicate with Falcons fans.
Promoted paid posts and paid advertisements will pop up on newsfeeds of
users who fit the target market. The campaign will also use Facebook to publicize about certain events and interact with their followers and create a sense
of community.

Instagram
Instagram is a fun and interesting way to show the audience what is currently going
on with the Falcons through a series of photos. Posts on Instagram will quickly grab
the audience’s attention while also feeding them information in a short caption. As new
murals pop up around Atlanta, Instagram will play a vital role in promoting and announcing the location of each mural. Followers of the Falcons can tag the location of
each mural on their Instagram posts which will then send more people to the location.
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Snapchat Geo-Filter

Twitter

Snapchat provides an opportunity for engage-

Twitter is used to communicate with fans in

ment as fans interact with a filter during the

real time. Promoted tweets reach out to the

“On the Clock Challenge” event in Piedmont

target market to increase awareness of the

park. These social media posts allow users to

“ATL On the Clock Draft Viewing Party” and

share Falcons content with family and friends,

the “On the Clock Challenge.”

thereby spreading the message even further
through word-of-mouth. The posts engage
consumers in two-way communication that
breaks through the clutter of conventional
advertising and allows fans to take part in the
conversation.

Youtube
YouTube is used to post additional content on the Atlanta Falcon’s channel. Videos include time lapses of each mural, as well as video recaps of both “ATL On The Clock
Viewing Party” and “On The Clock Challenge”.

influencer MEDIA KITS

Using influencers on social media platforms, particularly Instagram, is an inexpensive

The accounts are chosen as potential campaign influencers because

and effective way to reach the target audience. In exchange for Falcons “care packag-

of their large follower base that matches the profile of the target market

es,” boxes full of Falcons swag, Atlanta influencers extend the campaign’s message

and their passion for Atlanta culture.

even further due to their wide follower base. Instead of a salesman pitching the value
of a seat license, the influencer’s promotion of the value of the ultimate fan experience
is seen as more authentic.

BANNER ADS
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Clickable, interactive web banners will be purchased programmatically. They will remind Falcons fans that they are on the clock and link back to the Atlanta Falcons website.

murals
Throughout the six weeks of the campaign, painted wall murals will be up around Atlanta. The first mural promotes the schedule; it will update overnight when the schedule
for the 2017 season is released. The second mural promotes the Falcons team; update each night during the draft to reflect the Falcons’ new picks. The final mural will be
chosen by fans sending in their pictures and ideas for a mural. The instagram-friendly murals will delight Atlantans that stumble upon them by chance as well as those Falcons fans who seek them out based on social media promotion.

emails
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An email blast will be sent to all existing seat holders at the beginning of the campaign with an invitation to update their profile pictures on social media with a Falcons filter that shows their
dedication to the team as well as their commitment to a seat in the Mercedes-Benz Stadium. Another email blast will be sent out to interested fans who have not yet purchased seat licenses, in order to capitalize on the leads generated throughout the campaign. The second blast will feature photos and a recap of the On the Clock Challenge, giving fans an opportunity to see
themselves interacting with the team they love.

telEvision
A :30 spot will run during CW69’s Post Draft Recap on the Monday following the NFL draft. Because the target market includes
dedicated Falcons fans, there is a high likelihood that they will be
engaged in NFL television programs before and after the draft to
make sure they are up-to-date with the latest football news. By
avoiding the placement of advertisements on network television
and placing these spots on the local station of WUPA-TV, which
is a partner of the Atlanta Falcons, there is a strong cost efficiency. The content of the advertisement encourages viewers to learn
more about seat licenses and pushes the target audience to the
Falcons website.

Multi-Screen Advertising
In addition to CW69’s Post Draft Recap on live television, Comcast Spotlight’s Multi-Screen Advertising will be used during the week leading up to the draft. This advertising
program will engage customers beyond the television screen by targeting fans while they use other digital devices, such as laptops, tablets, and smartphones. In order to
best target potential seat license purchasers, six key Nielsen target market segments were identified. These were then crossed with Metro Atlanta counties to find 19 target
zip codes based on over-indexed populations.

Primary Market Segments

Secondary Market Segments

radio
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:15 Radio Spot
(VO): Why watch the NFL Draft at home on a small, boring screen? Join other Falcons fans at the Atlanta On the
Clock Draft Viewing Party. Get pumped for the upcoming season surrounded by fellow fans every night of the NFL
Draft starting April 27th at 7PM on the lawn at Atlantic Station.
Are you a fan of the Atlanta Falcons? Then come to the Atlanta On The Clock Challenge in Piedmont Park. Test your
skills on the obstacle courses and get pumped for next season on Saturday, May 13th, with your Atlanta Falcons.

The campaign uses :15 radio spots to capture attention during morning and afternoon drive time. Radio spots will run on 92.9 The Game, the Falcons’ official
radio broadcast partner, to reach a high volume of the desired market. The spots will promote the “ATL On the Clock Draft Viewing Party” and the “On The Clock
Challenge” event in Piedmont Park.

events
There will be two events taking place during the six week period to build up excitement for the 2017 NFL season and the Falcons’ new and improved era in the Mercedes-Benz Stadium- the “ATL On The Clock Draft Viewing Party” and the “On The Clock Challenge”.

ATL On The Clock Draft Viewing Party
“ATL On The Clock Draft Viewing Party”
The “ATL On The Clock Viewing Party” takes place all three days of the draft so that fans have the opportunity to come together and experience the excitement and intensity as they await the Falcons’ 2017 team roster. The event includes a large TV projector on the center lawn of Atlantic Station, and blankets and lawn chairs are suggested. A pop-up tent with a Falcons sales team will allow fans to opt into receiving information about the stadium or purchase seat licenses on the spot. Admission to
the event is free. The viewing party will be promoted prior to the event through the radio and social media, and the hype will continue through social media buzz during
and after the event.

events
ATL On The Clock Challenge
The “On The Clock Challenge,” designed to maintain the interest generated by the NFL draft and generate leads, is on the Saturday during week 6 of the campaign.
It brings the experience of the Mercedes-Benz Stadium to Atlanta’s Piedmont Park. Participants compete in various challenges reminiscent of an NFL Combine (i.e.,
agility ladders, tackling dummies and foot races). Winners receive Falcons/Mercedes-Benz Stadium swag, such as jerseys, t-shirts, hats, koozies, and frisbees. Family and friends cheer from the sidelines in seats similar to those in the Mercedes-Benz Stadium. The Atlanta Falcons’ food truck serves items from restaurants that will
be inside the Mercedes-Benz Stadium, such as Farm Burger and Sublime doughnuts. Local musicians perform with a popular headlining act to drive attendance (i.e.,
Ludacris, Usher, Big Boi, or Zac Brown Band). The event is free and open to the public, reiterating the inclusiveness of the Mercedes-Benz Stadium; however, only
current seat license holders and social influencers will receive VIP invitations, granting them access to a private tent filled with refreshments and Falcons swag. A Falcons sales team is available to sell seat licenses on-site.

evaluations

Social Media
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Prior to the launch of the campaign, analytics of Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and Snapchat, will be benchmarked. Every week, engagement, shares, pageviews, page
likes, video views, sentiment, and clicks and conversions will be assessed using the native analytics tools of each platform. Snapchat will be measured by filter usage
with consideration to demographics. Videos posted to the Falcon’s YouTube account will be evaluated through YouTube Analytics, with kpi’s including views, clicks, and
conversions.

Banner
Google Analytics and YouTube analytics will provide insight to the success of display ads and pre-roll ads, tracking impressions, click-through-rate and conversions.

Search Engine Optimization
The effectiveness of the Google Adwords campaign will be analyzed through Google’s native tools, with kpi’s including impressions, clicks, and conversions. The success
of keywords will be evaluated on a weekly basis, with appropriate changes made throughout the campaign.

Radio
The effectiveness of radio ads will be measured by total impressions from participating radio stations as well as follow-up surveys after the “On The Clock Challenge” and
the “ATL On The Clock Draft Viewing Party” asking participants how they heard about the event.

Television
The TV spots will be evaluated by measuring the number of viewers watching the CW and the XFinity streaming service the night that the ad airs, in addition to tracking
visits to the Falcons website, monitoring social media engagement, and measuring sales increases throughout the following days.

Events
The success of both the On The Clock Challenge event and the ATL On The Clock Draft Viewing Party will be determined by overall participation, conversions at the
available sales booth as well as sales in the week following the event, sentiment evaluation through social media and follow-up surveys, and snapchat filter usage. The
effectiveness of these events will be evaluated by video views, shares, engagement , and hashtag usage on YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.

Post-Campaign
Evaluation
The level of interest and overall sales of Mercedes-Benz Seat Licenses will indicate the success of the campaign. Primary research including focus groups
and follow up surveys will be conducted to evaluate how effective the campaign was in conveying the urgency and value of purchasing seat licenses.

Conclusion
Everything about this campaign involves hyping up the upcoming 2017 season. It’s about igniting the passion in fans who already dedicate every Thursday
and Sunday to watching the Atlanta Falcons, and it’s about ensuring that they acknowledge the clock that’s ticking down right in front of them. This campaign
employs a variety of media across platforms to apply that pressure, from an unavoidable social media presence that reaches the target market as they go
about their daily lives to an obstacle course in the heart of Atlanta where fans race against the clock to claim their seat at the finish line. Every channel seeks
to drive consumers to action by making sure the countdown is something urgent and tangible.
The Atlanta Falcons have thousands of loyal fans in the greater Atlanta area. They know that the stadium is the best place to watch their team, and they also
know that the seat license is the only way to ensure that they will be in on the action. The time to purchase a seat license is now.

Future
Recommendations
The Falcons and Mercedes-Benz Stadium have the opportunity to continue creating shareable content that enhances the brand and generates excitement
surrounding the team and stadium. Engaging with fans and inviting them to be a part of the team, whether it be through crowd-sourced content, fan competitions, or more frequent video content, is vital for consumers to continually purchasing seat licenses and tickets.
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